SHORT RUN PRODUCTIONS

A Short Run Production constitutes a production eligible for judging if it meets all Equity or Non-Equity requirements other than length of run. For the Short Run Production category, the length of run required will be between 9 and 17 performances rather than 18 performances. Non-Equity companies which are newly formed and may be interested in submitting only Short Run Productions for Jeff Award consideration must have produced at least two productions that each run a minimum of 9 performances for a total of at least 18 performances over the two years before they are eligible for judging.

If a Short Run Production is extended, and the number of performances exceed 17, it shall remain in the category as designated on its opening night and continue to be considered a Short Run Production.

Theaters are to provide one complimentary ticket for a Jeff Awards member to see an eligible production. Short Run productions will be judged by a designated panel of Jeff Awards members. If the production is recommended, no more than 18 Jeff Awards members may request tickets to the production.

Short Run Productions will not compete with full-run shows. Instead, they will have separate nominations and one or more awards presented at the annual awards show for the relevant wing.